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                  One that was walking in the rain, hearing the madness of every people, murmuring, laugh of 
a such devil, voice of an anger man, shout of some people that may the shout to stop nor the shout of joy, 
cries of the babies nor cries of some people that are bloody and begging for help and whispering with 
the cool and frightened voice saying “PEACE”. Does anyone sees and hear this word?  Why peace does 
not exist?  Why? Human!!!Human!!! , this is all because of human that has its own rights. Rights that 
abused, presumed, and take for granted. Who must blame of this? Politicians. Or people around them? 
That over recent years the number of killings of political and community activists in the Philippines has 
continued to increase. The methodology of the attacks has led Amnesty International to conclude that 
the attacks constitute a politically-motivated pattern of killings. The organization remains gravely 
concerned that members of the security forces may have been directly involved or been complicit in the 
killings. As peace talks between the government and the communist opposition stalls, human rights 
violations continue in the Philippines. There are over a hundred political prisoners in jail, and detainees 
continue to be tortured and mistreated during interrogations. The security forces have been responsible 
for a number of forced "disappearances" and extra-judicial executions, while private security forces and 
unidentified armed men have responsible for the killings and harassment of civilians in the context of 
land disputes. Muslim armed opposition groups have also been responsible for kidnappings and arbitrary 
killings. Hundreds of people continue to be sentenced to death by the civilian courts. 
 
               Every one of us looks for peace that will nourish and cherish our daily life’s especially for 
those innocents living in silent places .but because of the rights of every human to do such thing, many 
wars that happened even though when I look back with the years when I was a child, wars are exist until 
I grew up and this is now, the most saddest and worst thing happened in this world that the war of nation 
to nation. It kills some of people including innocent person especially babies .So sad thinking that we 
are given the rights to love ourselves, to love others, to love God, and the like but we just ignore it. Why 
do we need to kill others? Is it our rights? So knowing that only God knows and can take or get life, not 
of us! Did they think of that? To live a happy family, with tears of joy, laughter’s and love, seeing the 
children’s that playing the ground soundly and happily, where peace is there, why they did not let this 
thing happen? 
 
                  I did not even think of what foolish people needs and wants just to think and take realized of 
their doings. Thinking that our justice is now injustice so there will be possible an everlasting and no 
peace in this world and they did not even think how peaceful our country had before, how happy people 
living in any different places catching any foods to eat with their beloved family. If we think that wars 
happened before but it has its purpose that is war to fight our own freedom and to save people not like 
now that usually every minute, every hour, and everyday wars are always happen, I don’t know what 
happen now to our country, as if that wars are just not an ordinary war but it takes very worst 
memorable story of our country, to every people and to other countries because many people in other 
country that involve in every war of the Philippines. Honestly, we Filipino or here in the Philippines, we 



are the 5th country that belongs to the very worst countries in all over the world. I can’t imagine what 
country have we now that we are in 5th worst country of how heroes before handle our country but there 
are still fool person who against the goodness of our country. I can say that, this all because also of 
politicians and other people around them. Because as a Filipino we are given the rights to choose a 
person who fit and capable to handle our country but obviously they choose the wrong person and this 
politicians also take abused of their responsibility. Even now governments, and politicians cannot 
trusted because some of them are all back fighters, they are all the reason of many wars happen in our 
country. Imagine, a little sin of a person especially if she/he is only poor, he/she can easily caught and 
put to rehabilitation center and the worst is that they did not stop the issue until that person die unlike 
other people that are rich (ex. governments and the like) they just only work their money and so much 
for that they can easily take away of that problem and can easily stop the issue of them. This is all 
because of unfair treatment to each one of us, that’s why many wars happen in our world .How does this 
thing being solve that what we choose (ex. politicians) to serve our country, if one of them are involve 
of this worst thing. That is why many people hope to have peace in this land but were we put them if our 
places full of wars. So may peace exist now, may people end this war and take peace in this land 
because as we all know that people seeks those places who have peace so we must end this wars and feel 
the essence of God so that this are all take away and think that it is just a dream. 
 
            To have peace, we must begin peace within ourselves and put light on ourselves in the sense that 
‘’if there will be light in the soul, there will be beauty in the person; if there will be beauty in the person, 
there will be harmony in the house; if there will be harmony in the house, there will be order in the 
nation; if there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world. May the rights of every human 
settled and begin to give importance and valued peace. I hope people may know about this and take 
peace a very necessary and a meaningful one. I know, each one of us can take this peace widely and 
successfully done!!!PEACE and HUMAN RIGHTS. 

 


